
11th – 15th May 2020 
 
Hi girls! 
Thank you so much to all the girls who sent me Seesaws and emails last 
week. It was so really nice to get them! 
The email address for 6th class =  

sixthclass1@glasheengirlsns.com  
Feel free to contact me with work the girls have done, any questions 
you may have or just to say hello! 
 
Starting last week, I  added explanations of the maths activities from 
Busy at Maths on Seesaw. This is because the chapters that we are 
doing now we have not done before and some parts are a little tricky. I 
have gone through every activity so make sure you watch it for help! I 
will also do it for Irish to help with your understanding. Hopefully these 
will help. Let me know if there’s anything else I can do to make not 
being in school easier for you! 
 

Monday 11th May 2020 
English Small World History: Read Mahatma Gandhi pgs 72 – 74 

Answer questions A and B on page 75 
Maths Busy at Maths pg 142 Q4 – 7 ( I have explained 1-3 on Seesaw.) 
Irish Log onto Folens Online Abair Liom H 

Go to Comhrá – 17. Cleachtadh a dhéanann máistreacht 
Listen to the comhrá (conversation).  
Write a comhrá using the Eiseamláirí to help you. (I will go through 
vocabulary on Seesaw) 

Seesaw Task is online 
	

Tuesday 12th May 2020 
English Small World History pg 75 C 
Maths Busy At Maths pg 143 Q 5 & 6 
Irish Log onto Folens Online Abair Liom H 

Go to resources. 
Go to ‘éist’ in resource type. 
Go to ‘Éist agus freagair na ceisteanna, lch. 127. 
This is the listening to go alongside the activity on page 127 

Seesaw Task is online 
	

Wednesday 13th May 2020 
English • “If we want to reach real peace in this world, we should start 

educating children.” 
• “In a gentle way you can shake up the world.” 
• “Be the change that you want to see in the world.” 
• “First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, 



they you win.” 
Choose the Gandhi quote that stands out the most to you as being 
influencial. In you answer you should use the ethod PEE (point, evidence, 
explain) to explain your answer properly. This means that in this answer, you 
name the quote you chose (you’ve made a point), explain some 
scenarios that you think it has influenced people’s thoughts or 
actions(evidence) and explain your reasoning. There is no wrong answer 
here. It’s entirely your opinion. 

Maths Busy At Maths pg 144 Q1 & 2 
Irish Abair Liom pg 128  
Seesaw Task is online 

	
Thursday 14th May 2020 

English Write a summary of Mahatma Gandhi’s life. 
Maths Busy At Maths pg 145 Q1 - 4 
Irish Abair Liom pg 129  
Seesaw Task is online 

	
Friday 15th May 2020 

English Gandhi is said to have influenced Martin Luther King and Nelson Mandela. 
How do you think he influenced them? What evidence do you have to 
support your answer? Do you think his message has influenced anyone 
else in the world? Who? Why? 

Maths Busy At Maths pg 145 Q5-8 
Irish There is a Seesaw activity for Irish today. I will only make this one available 

to the girls who do Irish. 
Seesaw Task is online 

 
 

 


